
 

 

 

LOFAR NEWSLETTERS JANUARY- FEBRUARY 2021 

Previous LOFAR newsletters are collected here. 

 

 

Announcements:  

 

 

- Cycle 16 -19 proposal call:  the 
deadline for the submission of Cycle 16 

proposals is fast approaching: 3 March, 12 

UT (noon). The call (available here) is for 
both long-term and single-cycle projects. 

The long-term period runs from Cycle 16 
till Cycle 19 (observing period 1 June 2021 

- 31 May 2023). Single-cycle projects for 

Cycle 16 will run between 1 June – 30 
November 2021. Proposals should be 

submitted via the NorthStar online 
submission tool. Note: the system 
capabilities will evolve during the long-
term period as described here. The 

availability of observing time as a function 

of LST after taking into account the 
already active long-term projects is 

presented in the figures as well as online. 
Note: (i) this call represents the last long-
term opportunity for users to propose 

observations with the LOFAR1 system 
before its upgrade to LOFAR2.0; (ii) 

follow-up proposals concerning Long-Term 
science already reviewed at this round 

cannot be submitted for future Cycles 
during the same long-term period. 

 

 
 

 

https://old.astron.nl/radio-observatory/news/lofar-newsletters/lofar-newsletters
https://old.astron.nl/radio-observatory/observing-lofar/observing-proposals/regular-proposal-call-instructions/regular-pro
https://lofar.astron.nl/proposal/setUpProposalList.do?browser=gecko
https://old.astron.nl/radio-observatory/observing-lofar/observing-proposals/observing-capabilities-cycle-16-19/availabilit
http://old.astron.nl/radio-observatory/observing-lofar/observing-proposals/lst-availability-during-cycles-16-and-17/lst-a


 

- SDC helpdesk: Starting from 1 
February 2021 the JIRA space 'Radio 

Observatory Helpdesk' (ROHD) has been 
migrated to the 'Science Data Center 

Helpdesk' (SDCH). 

 
- Lofar School: the 6th LOFAR Data 

School will take place between 22 - 26 
March 2021. Because of the current 

Covid-19 pandemic, the event will be 
virtual. The school will offer lectures and 

demos. Resources will also be provided 

for offline hands-on data processing 
sessions. Interaction and networking 

between participants and lecturers will 
be promoted via Q&A sessions as well as 

team building activities. The School 
website can be found here. 

 

 

Array & observing system status: 

 

- 38 stations operational in the Netherlands: 24 

core and 14 remote stations. 14 international 
stations in operations: DE601, DE602, DE603, 

DE604, DE605, FR606, SE607, UK608, 

DE609, PL610, PL611, PL612, IE613, LV614.  
 

- A new international station will be built in 
Italy. Station deployment will start in 2022. 

The station is expected to be fully functional 
in 2023. 

 

- The overview of non-operational antenna 
elements for LBA and HBA is available here. 

At the moment, all antenna components are operating nominally.  
 

- No major failures were experienced on CEP hardware/software over the past couple of 

months. A major CEP4 upgrade took place in January 2021 with minor system downtime.  
 

- Station calibration: significant progress has been made with the development of the 
holography method. Both the observations preparations and the data analysis have been 

streamlined – a diagnostic holography run is now ready for inspection in ~3 hours. A full 

analysis takes less than a day to process. The current plan is to deliver the holography 
method for HBA by the end of March. 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

https://support.astron.nl/sdchelpdesk
https://support.astron.nl/sdchelpdesk
https://www.astron.nl/lofarschool2021/
https://proxy.lofar.eu/array_status/


 

Observing Programs  

- Cycle 15 started on 1 December 2020 and 

will run till 30 May 2021.   

 
- The figure shows the completion levels of 

the last five cycles. The completion target 
is indicated by the red line: this is set at 

95%. At the end of observing week 12, the 

completion level of Cycle 15 is 54%. The 
average observing efficiency so far was 

74%. The observing schedule can be found 
here. 

 

 

PROJECTS 

Telescope Manager Specification System (TMSS; R. Pizzo, S. ter Veen, M. 
Iacobelli) 

 

- TMSS (Telescope Manager Specification System) will be a brand-new software application 

for the specification, administration, and scheduling of LOFAR observations. it will enable 
the required support for LOFAR2.0 use cases, while also streamlining LOFAR operations 

and improving the adaptability and maintainability of software for future extensions. 
 

- During the past two months, work has progressed on the quality assessment workflow in 
TMSS, which will streamline the reporting of observations to the project investigators (an 

example of the QA reporting interface is shown in the figure), the ingest, dynamic 

scheduling and adjusting the GUI with all new features added. The first dynamically 
scheduled observations have run and commissioning is in progress. 

 
- Two current focus areas for the further development are adding support for beamformed 

observations and pipelines and adding constraints and priorities to the dynamic 

scheduler.  
 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1flog-28DV3n7gWaQKkt6CvPUAVxiV_Ty9C0UcaaUCA0/edit#gid=1097184013


 

- The development plan of TMSS is on track: TMSS will be put in production in June 2021, 
at the start of cycle 16. A second phase of TMSS development will start after that to 

support more science use cases and realize further streamlining of the operational 
processes.  

 

LOFAR2.0 Program (W. van Cappellen) 

 

 

- The realisation of the LOFAR2.0 Dwingeloo Test Station (DTS) has kicked-off! First, the 
DTS will be used to verify the new Station design. Do all the interfaces between the 

components work as planned, is the overall thermal behavior within spec, can we control 
the station with the freshly introduced Tango framework? Next, the Dwingeloo Test 

Station will be integrated with other sub-systems like Timing Distributor, Central 
Processor, Network, Telescope Manager and Operational Processes. This will allow early 

verification of key functionality. For example, as part of setting up the full chain, it will be 

verified that the central processor is able to read the LOFAR2.0 station data. It will also 
allow early validation by users: an example is that the operator can validate the graphical 

user interface to operate the limited system. 
 

- As reported in the previous edition of this newsletter, the costs of developing all planned 

LOFAR2.0 functionality will exceed the budget approved by the ILT Board. Options have 
been identified to downscope LOFAR2.0 functionality to reduce development costs. Final 

decisions will be made in March by the ILT Board. 
 

- DAB transmitters between 170 and 190 MHz are causing spurious signals, limiting the 
useful integration time of core stations in the 110 – 170 MHz band. It is decided to install 

a new switchable filter to optionally include or exclude the 170 – 190 MHz band in HBA 

LOW observations. 
 
You can find more highlights of the LOFAR2.0 program in the LOFAR2.0 Newsletters. 

 

 
 

SDC Program (J. Swinbank) 

 

 

- The Science Data Centre (SDC) Program has been established to develop the software 

and technologies which will form the basis of the operational SDC. This represents a 
major new effort within ASTRON to develop a uniform approach to user-facing software 

and service development, which we are confident will soon start bearing fruit for the 

LOFAR community. 
 

- The SDC Program will coordinate work across various sponsored projects currently 
underway or getting started at ASTRON, with the goal of transforming the various 

disparate project deliverables into a coherent system which will be delivered to the SDC 
Operations team. This is shown schematically in the figure. 

https://www.astron.nl/lofar2-0-newsletter/


 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

- The SDC Program will also represent ASTRON in preparing for the upcoming network of 
SKA Regional Centres, ultimately being responsible for delivering the systems which will 

operate the Dutch SRC. 

 
- The new SDC Program Manager joined ASTRON late in 2020, and work is now ongoing to 

establish the basic program structure and core documentation. One of the first results will 
be a document laying out the detailed vision for the SDC, which we expect to be 
published imminently. 

 

 
Science Delivery Framework – Production Pipeline Enhancement (J. Swinbank, T. 

Shimwell) 

 

- Over the last several years, the Science Delivery Framework: Production Pipeline 

Enhancement (SDF-PPE) project has focused on developing integrated scientific 
processing pipelines. This functionality is now the core business of the SDC Program. It 

has therefore been decided to wind up the SDF-PPE effort by the middle of 2021. 
 

- The final major delivery from SDF-PPE will be a version of the Prefactor pipeline which 

provides direction-independent calibration implemented using CWL, the Common 
Workflow Language. 

 
- Future algorithmic work will be coordinated by the SDC Pipelines team, while the SDC as 

a whole will take ownership of the execution environment and system architecture. 

 

 
 

LOFAR Data Valorization (R. Pizzo, C. Baldovin) 

 



 

 

- The LOFAR Data Valorisation (LDV) project will bring the data currently hosted in the LTA 
archive from level L0-L1 (uncalibrated) to L2+ (advanced data products, including 

direction-dependent calibrated images). LDV will significantly increase the scientific 

output of LOFAR (since more users will be able to more easily access the advanced data 
products and use them for cross-domain science) and will streamline data processing 

operations at the LTA through a gradual adoption in production of the LTA processing 
interface under development within the SDF-PPE project. By doing so, LDV will prepare 

SDCO (SDC Operations) for routine LTA operations towards the DUPLLO surveys. 

 
- LDV started in September 2020 and will last until June 2024. Data processing will be 

performed in phases and will be applied to both imaging and BF data.  
 

- LDV is supported by a grant from NWO that provides access to computing time, storage 
capacity, and technical support from SURF over the period 2021-2022. During its first 

phase, LDV will operate at SURF only with the plan to move to the other sites (Juelich 

and Poznan) after 2022. 

 
- Work is currently on going to finalise the Workflow Execution Framework, which will 

manage the processing tasks at the archive site. We expect that LDV production 
operations will start in March 2021.   

 
- The data products will be made available to the community in subsequent data releases. 

 
 
 

Calendar next LOFAR activities:  

The dates of LOFAR Status Meetings, roll-outs and stop days are listed in an online calendar 
that is available here. In particular, we emphasize: 

- Next LOFAR bulletin: April 2021 
 

https://calendar.google.com/calendar/embed?src=2jkmjaro6ek0kh7tmf9brpf8pk%40group.calendar.google.com&ctz=Europe/Amsterdam

